
Our fall MWS, October 23rd at Pinewood Studios, was 
another successful event for participating vendors.  But what 
made this sale even more unique than previous sales was the 
addition of a costume display. 
The installation consisted of costumed mannequins from a multi-
tude of shows designed by CAFTCAD members.  Coordinated by 
Brenda Broer, the exhibit gave visitors an opportunity to view a 
collection of costumes with nothing in common but their interest-
ing diversity.  Such a presentation invited scrutiny of something 
normally seen only in photographic images.
 
But the audience’s boundless appetite for images and the cos-
tumer’s drive to create them makes for an ongoing and dynamic 
relationship that never ceases to fascinate. This was an opportunity 
to indulge that bond and an invitation to the public to become 
more intimate with a range of creative cinematic ideas firsthand.
 
Costumes provide a device that can help personify ideals (whether 
confirming stereotypes or complicating/undermining them), 
model mythology, place souls on display and create a guise for our 
psychology. They show us many worlds.
 
Exhibits like this illustrate that diversity and also, by virtue of the 
size of the collection, give a sense of the variety of styles and eras 
designers are expected to master in their field.
 
CAFTCAD hoped to illuminate the creativity of its membership and 
strengthen the connection to our audience by presenting a venue 
for what costumes do best…and that is, simply, to be looked at. 
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MARTHA MANN’S COSTUMES FOR 
“MARRIAGE OF FIGARO”

Bespoke congratulates Martha Mann on her 
recent Dora Mavor Moore Award for Outstanding 
Original Costume Design.  The Doras are presented 
annually by Toronto Alliance for the Performing 
Arts in recognition of outstanding work in theatre, 
dance, and opera.  Mann received the prestigious 
award for her work on Opera Atelier’s “Marriage of 
Figaro”, her debut show for the company.  Atelier is 
a unique Toronto based opera company, specializing 
in Baroque operas.  The company combines opera, 
ballet, and theatre elements from the 17th and 18th 
century presenting them with a theatricality that 
resonates with a modern audience.  

Mozart’s “Figaro” is a comic tale of infidelity, decep-
tion, and ultimately forgiveness and love, in which 
the servants outsmart their betters with subterfuge 
and cunning.  Mann’s whimsical designs highlight 
the Comedia Dell’Arte elements, echoing the original 
period beautifully.  This opera lends itself to the 
vibrant colour and lavish embellishment so evoca-
tive of the Baroque period and Mann’s costumes 
capture the effervescent quality of Mozart’s opera 
with a particular emphasis on period detail.  Striped 
silks, brocades and some newer fabrics all meet to 
create a lush palette of textures for the period silhou-
ettes, bringing a bygone era to life on stage.

Mann’s illustrious career has spanned several 
decades encompassing film, television, theatre and 
opera.  Considered one of Canada’s premier costume 
designers, her work has been 
an inspiration to many young 
designers.  I recently had the 
opportunity to speak to her 
about her experience Atelier’s 
“Marriage of Figaro”.

What can you tell us about de-
signing for atelier, a company 
that specializes in baroque 
opera?

This particular production is actually very, very late 
in the Baroque period, and the design reflected that.  
Atelier is beginning to branch out somewhat from 
the Baroque strictures.  “Figaro” was less flamboyant 
and somewhat more realistic in its aesthetic, and 
I think that’s why they approached me to do the 
design.

While working on the latest installment 
of BeSpoke, I have to admit I’m in awe 
of the sheer talent and diversity of 
our membership.  CAFTCAD offers the 
costume community a vehicle to come 
together for the greater good of our 
craft and our shared interests.

The question has changed from “What 
is CAFTCAD?” to “Why should I join?”  Of 
course being in the nucleus, it’s easy 
to ramble on about the many reasons 
why:

Being part of a positive and defined 
alliance of Canadian costumers; com-
municating challenges and triumph in 
forums with fellow members; learning 
at one of the Caftcademy weekends, 
whether one is a seasoned costumer 
or a student at Ryerson; gaining insight 
into personal creative processes; net-
working, raising one’s profile in the 
various public avenues that CAFTCAD 
offers; the website; the newsletter; the 
bi-annual Movie Wardrobe Sales and, of 
course, the parties. 

For me, CAFTCAD represents devel-
oping my skills, some of which have 
nothing to do with costume directly, 
but the cosmos always finds a way 
to bring it forward to my day-to-day 
life. I’m proud to still be learning and 
growing and, to coin a phrase, that is 
‘Priceless’.

you are no stranger to opera, having designed for boston lyric 
opera, neW york city opera, and glimmerglass opera among 
other companies.  hoW did your experience With atelier differ 
from your previous experiences?

“Marriage of Figaro” began its theatrical life as a play. Set to 
Mozart’s dazzling music, it lives on as a great opera.  It has a won-
derful character based-story and is more realistic- less ridiculous- 
than operas tend to be.  Also Marshall (Pynkoski, the director) 
had a very clear vision for the style of the production.  He made 
interesting changes to the accepted conventions.  For example, 
the chorus is usually portrayed as “happy peasants” that work on 
the land, but in Atelier’s production, they were servants in the 
palace and dressed accordingly. This lead to a unity of look that 
is not generally seen in “Figaro”.  

What Was your favorite costume or aspect of “figaro”?

Well my favorite part of any production is always when it looks 
on stage like it did in my head!  As for a favorite costume, it’s 
almost impossible to choose, but I’ve always loved character 
clothing.  Characters like the gardener, who is on stage for only 
a few brief moments throughout the opera, offer the chance to 
have some fun with the detail of the costume.  I also enjoyed this 
costume because I did much of the breakdown myself.

atelier is a ballet-opera company, What challenges Were pre-
sented by the inclusion of dancers?

Because it’s an opera-ballet, the dancers are equally as important 
as the singers.  This is very unique, as most opera companies 
simply cut the music which was originally written for the dancers, 
or use it as scene change music, but do not include dancers in 
their production.  In “Figaro” the dancers afforded me a great 
opportunity to underscore that the opera is set in Spain.  During 
the late 18th century, Spanish nobles dressed very much in the 
French and Italian style, so it was difficult to show the unique 
Spanish style.  For Atelier’s production, the ballet corps were cast 
as a troupe of Spanish dancers in the employ of Count Almaviva. 
This was a common practice in those days.  Performing troupes, 
dancers, actors, musicians and the like, were kept on retainer by 
wealthy patrons and they would perform at dinners and special 
events.  Through the dancers, we were not only able to reveal 
the country the story takes place in, but echo the conventions 
of late 18th century arts culture, as Mozart himself would have 
had a wealthy patron for whom he composed and performed 
on a regular basis.
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COSTUME DESIGN IS MONIQUE PRUDHOMME’S PERFECT FIT
CAFTCAD was honoured to have Vancouver 
based Costume Designer, Monique Prudhomme 
as our guest speaker for the opening night of 
this year’s CAFTCADEMY weekend last April. 
After hearing her speak, it was clear that we 
needed to know more.

January 2010 – Monique’s excellence in her craft was recognized by her peers 
with an Oscar nomination for “The Imaginarium of Doctor Parnassus” along 
with 2 wins: a Costume Designers Guild Award and a Satellite Award. Needless 
to say,” the experience was overwhelming and it took awhile to get real”. 

With wide parameters and a clear vision from Director Terry Gilliam, 
Monique embarked on a “hunt and gather for her characters”. The project 
was “an all engaging and fantastic collaborative from each department.  
It was the dream job that she “wishes for all designers to experience”.  

Her 30 year journey to the point of receiving these accolades has taken some 
interesting turns. Originally from Montreal, Monique studied fine art with a 
plan to teach art at the high school level. However, once there, discovered she 
really didn’t want to be a teacher and “hated it with a passion”. 

Always interested in film and costumes, she cold-called a production in town 
and offered herself as an intern. A period film with boots, buttons and busks, 
all new to her, she jumped in “watched and learned and figured it out”.  

Now on the right path, she continued with other productions, gradually 
learning about costuming. Within a few years the first design offer came. Using 
the sink or swim technique, she figured it out and received her first credit, a 
Canada/ France co-production that took her on location to the Rockies. Love 
brought her to Vancouver in the early 80’s. Fantastic timing as the industry was 
still in its infancy stage and the opportunities for learning the craft of costume 
design and growing her resume were excellent.

Although” Dr Parnassus” has had the most impact on her career, Monique feels 
all projects are interesting. Monique’s other credits include the indie runaway 
hit ‘Juno’ and the hilariously funny ‘Best in Show’ to name a few.  She loves the 
process, the art of making movies, collaborating with others, telling a story 
and composing characters.

Some words of advice to aspiring designers:  “Take all opportunities as they 
come, learn about all aspects of costuming, listen and learn from the base up, 
be confident and realize what you don’t know, be open to the collaborative 
process but don’t become scattered, cultivate yourself by using all resources: 
movies, museums, books on all the arts, different cultures, history, collect and 
draw from many sources. Most of all be patient.”

Recently Monique wrapped up “The Big Year”  - a contemporary comedy shot 
on location in B.C, Florida Keys and NYC, about 3 bird watchers (Luke Owen, 
Jack Black, Steve Martin) competing in an annual event to spot the rarest birds 
in North America. 

Retiring is not on Monique’s agenda. Still on her film “to do” list is a period 
western, set at the end of the 19th century. Also she would love to find her” Tim 
Burton” referring to Colleen Attwood and Tim Burton’s continued collaborative 
relationship.

When not making movies, Monique likes to live life quietly, spending time 
with her husband and visiting family in Montreal, takes drawing classes, likes 
to cook and have dinner parties and walking by the sea. She has traveled the 
world extensively and loves Europe. Paris in particular speaks to her with its 
never ending wealth of all the things that engage and inspire her. If she were 
to pack her bags and go somewhere tomorrow, it would be Paris.

When Monique became the first Canadian Costume Designer to receive an 
Oscan nomination It was an extremely proud moment for the entire costume 
community in Canada. We’re thrilled to have you as a member of CAFTCAD.

BY LOREEN LIGHTFOOT 

“I would row across the ocean for the chance to work with him again”

STILLS FROM THE IMAGINARIUM OF DR. PARNASSUS



tell us about the story.
Keep Your Head Up Kid: The Don Cherry 
Story ~ A minor league defenseman’s 
journey from obscurity to national fame 
as the opinionated commentator on 
Hockey Night In Canada, and undoubt-
edly one of the most recognized faces 
in the country.  Written by Cherry’s 
son, Timothy, the film follows the man 
nicknamed Grapes from his youth as 
an aspiring hockey pro through the 16 
seasons he spent toiling in the minors, 
uprooting his family again and again, 
before he found success as an NHL coach and, eventually, a TV personality.

What research methods did you rely on?
I visited the Hockey Hall of Fame.  The archivists were extremely helpful in finding 
all of the team photos required.  I also joined an online hockey stat website where 
I was able to procure all of the correct jersey names and numbers for the appro-
priate seasons.  The biggest part of my research came from all of the family photo 
albums, newspaper clippings and home movies that Rose Cherry had compiled 
over the years.
 
What sources did you find invaluable for period costuming?
Sportsrobe in Culver City, California built every last hockey jersey for the produc-
tion.  They knit the material with appropriate stripes and colours and then manu-
factured the jerseys to the specifications of the AHL and NHL. As for all of the 
other clothing, I pulled from costume houses in Toronto and Winnipeg, including 
Berman and Co., Ian Drummond Collection and Juul Haalmayer Designs.
 
What Was your favourite aspect of the designing this piece?
My favourites were Rose in the 50’s and 60’s and definitely Don and the Boston 
Bruins players off the ice in the 70’s.  
 
What Was the biggest challenge you faced?
I found that the biggest challenge was to come up with 165 different costume 
changes for Jared Keeso (our Don Cherry) with very little script day continuity.  
My other challenge was finding a sporting goods manufacturing company that 
was able to build the uniforms period correctly within the time frame. I found 
myself down at Canada Customs on more than one occasion begging them to 
release the shipments so I could break them down and get them to set on time.
 
What Was the best part of the project from a design perspective?
The best part was getting approval from Don, Cindy and Tim Cherry as to how 
bang on the designs were compared to the 
family photographs.  I loved hearing Don 
say “Way to go Kiddo!”

 
Who made up your costume team for the 
project?
The Costume team consisted of ACD’s Paula 
Dunfield and Nadine Falk, CC Heather Neale, 
SS Sandra Soke, BC Katelynd Johnston, TS 
Carolyn Bradshaw, Seamstress Amanda 
Isaak, Tailor Tam Nguyen and DAILIES, Meg 
McMillan, Lauren Martin, Michelle Boulet, 
David Moore 

anything else you Would like to share With us?
Keep your eyes and ears out for  
MORE DON CHERRY - on CBC by 2011

tell us about the story.
Being Erica revolves around Erica Strange, a Jewish Canadian 30 something who, 
like many of us, is trying to find her way in life. After a near death experience Erica is 
referred to a therapist.  In meeting the fantastical Dr. Tom, Erica writes down a long 
list of regrets in life.  Tom aids her in the opportunity to travel back in time to relive/
re-do those regrets. This could encompass a wrong decision last week at a meeting 
to an event that happened in high school.  The show’s universal themes relate to 
audiences around the globe as it’s now being shown in 120 countries worldwide.  

What research methods did you rely on?
As the show spans recent history to late 80’s, I rely on online research & magazines.  
I also research music of the day. Music, in either audio or video format can take you 
right back to that time period. That connection brings forth a slew of fashion imagery. 
Often the hit makers of the time are themselves style references. Besides, listening to 
‘Ice Ice Baby’ or something from TLC brings a smile to our faces.

What sources did you find invaluable for period costuming?
As the show was almost always in a period, we decided to buy most of our stock. Tons 
of great deals at MWS from Ken at LIBERTY, Kensington Market and those corporate 
‘near vintage’ giants, Talise and Value Village. It was always fun having to look at all 
those bad 90’s clothes to find a real gem. 

What Was your favourite aspect of designing this piece?
The variety of costuming due to the double story line in each episode. Also finding 
the balance in a near period costume - ‘embracing the period’ but making someone 
look good to our modern eye when it’s supposed to be 1994. All those high-waisted 
belted jeans... need I say more.
 
What Was the biggest challenge you faced?
On this project - dealing with the large scope of the scripts. 40-60 principal changes 
per episode, many in both time periods, all within a 7 day schedule. The physical flow 
needs to be quick and efficient.  Also CBC loved period extras so we often had 100+ 
period specific extras in our large scenes. Of course every Costume Designer’s plight 
‘late casting’ contributed to the challenge of trying to produce a consistent quality 
product, week after week.

What Was the best part of the project from a design perspective?
The project actually allows the Costume Designer to create a complete history on 
much of the main characters. Hopscotching back and forth in time with the same 
characters is both challenging and fantastically satisfying at the same time.

Who made up your costume team for the project?
I was lucky to have a fantastic team including: CAFTCAD members - Suzanne Aplin 
ACD / Lindsay Jacobs CS / Nathalie Gysel CB / Loreen Lightfoot CC, as well as Christina 
Cattle SS / Susan Nycz TS / Donna Butt  EC / Karen Eppstadt BA.

anything else you Would like to share With us?
I’m just thrilled and honoured to be nominated and thankful for the incredible 
support of the team I had on this project.

LUIS SEQUEIRA
BEING ERICA - SHHH... DON’T TELL

RecognitionCAFTCAD TALKS TO GEMINI NOMINEE’s 
LUIS SEQUEIRA AND PATTY HENDERSON

PATTI HENDERSON
KEEP YOUR HEAD UP KID: 
THE DON CHERRY STORY



wHO wHaT wHere
Sets are buzzing this fall – Here’s a run down 
on the www of some of the various projects 
CAFTCAD members are up to this season. 

History Channel‘s mini-series The Kennedy’s starring 
Greg Kinnear & Katie Holmes recently wrapped 
with acd lindsay jacobs, cs jane flanders, cc & 
milliner loreen lightfoot,  cb sara schilt, abgc 
mia sturup & fh janice skinner. 

cd ruth secord designed Men WiTh BrooMs in 
Winnipeg. This comedy series following the 
popular feature of the same name is airing now 
on CBC. 

CBC’s Being erica has wrapped its third season 
with cd shelley mansell, ss Wayne godfrey, 
ts luda tseloousseva; cb nathalie gysel & bgs 
sidney sproule. 

cd kristen o’reilly for re-VaMped ii where real-life 
broken hearted women find themselves again 
through burlesque, airing Monday nights on 
Slice.

MTV’s sKins with a whole new young cast is 
shooting in Toronto with acd john girouard & 
cs vickey saito.

cd antoinette messam traveled to New Orleans 
for LoVe, Wedding, Marriage directed by Dermot 
Mulroney, starring Mandy Moore, James Brolin & 
Jane Seymour. Then in Toronto, antoinette CD’d 
the pilot Three inches for Fox/SyFy, with acd laura 
montgomery, cs nola chaters & ci silvana sacco.

Stylist anna dal farra shoots Maple Leaf Food‘s 
Year of the Mom spot with director Rino Noto. 

acd anita bacic wrapped 13 episodes of Temple 
Street’s Wingin’ iT for Family Channel. She joins cd 
shelley mansell on MOW coMMiTTed

Whizbang Films/TMN’s The yard  wrapped 
its mockumentary comedy series about the 
sociology of an elementary school-yard. cd 
joanna syrokomla, acd marie hales, ss peter 
Webster, ts lisa d’arcy & bgs peter olzcak. 
cd joanna moves on to Family Channel’s sitcom 
series WhaT’s Up WarThogs! with acd billie blast.

ghosTLy encoUnTers is airing Season 4 with the 
talents of cd ruth secord, cd rashmi varma & ss 
lori gardner.

Teenage heroes battle scary supernatural 
phenomena on Fresh TV’s series My BaBysiTTer is a 
VaMpire with cd patrick antosh. patrick is now CD 
on 388 arLeTTa aVe.

alex kavanagh is CD on Sony’s romantic drama 
The VoW, starring Rachel McAdams and Channing 
Tatum. karen lee is cs, leslie kavanagh is ss and 
nancy dasilva cc.

silvana sacco styles Jack Black for an Orange 
Mobile UK commercial spot inspired by his 
upcoming film Gulliver’s Travels. 

cd monique prudhomme inspires her key 
characters with bird totems in The Big year starring 
Jack Black, Steve Martin & Owen Wilson. Fox 2000 
produces this comedy.

TNT/ DreamWorks is producing a post alien 
invasion series FaLLing sKies with cd gersha phillips 
and cs sheila pruden.

cd jennifer bunt, Immortal Union Dance 
Theatre‘s The Farini projecT with Victorian Era Circus 
tight rope performers.

brenda broer acd‘s season II of popular cop 
drama rooKie BLUe for ABC and Global TV.

eydi caines-floyd author of & illustrator for The 
sTory oF WanTon desire presented her book at the 
WORD ON THE STREET Book Fair in September.

The new series niKiTa for The CW debuted Sept 
9th, starring Maggie Q, Shane West & Lyndsey 
Fonseca, is  cd’d by barbara somerville.

Teaching young professionals about the stock 
market is sTocK and aWe which began airing this 
fall on BNN; cd’d by laura montgomery & ss’d by 
lori gardner.

cd patti henderson is shooting cashing in season 
iii, a series about the high stakes world of First 
Nations gaming in Manitoba.  This Buffalo Gal 
Pictures/APTN production will be released March 
2011.  patti is also prepping a feature film aTM, a 
contemporary thriller starring Margarita Levieva, 
Josh Peck & Brian Geraghty.

TV movie / pilot, BeFriend and BeTray, kept cd laurie 
dreW, cs tamiyo tomihiro, cb joanna syrokomla, 
cb lori gardner and ca kristen o’reilly all busy 
this fall.  

William ng is TS on The LisTener season 2. 

A www survey is sent to all members prior to 
publication to compile this list. Please make sure 
to fill it out so you’re not missed next time. 

CD- Costume Designer, ACD- Assistant Costume 
Designer, CS- Costume Supervisor, SS- Set 
Supervisor, TS- Truck Supervisor, CB- Costume 
Buyer, CC- Costume Cutter, CA - Costume 
Assistant, BGS- Background Supervisor, ABGS- 
Asst. Background Supervisor, CI- Costume 
Illustrator, FH- First Hand

CAFTCAD AT LG FASHION WEEk  - MEMBERS 
kRISTEN O’REILLY AND JOANNA SYROkOMLA

Wine and Cheese at Freda’s 

GREG kINNEAR AND kATIE 
HOLMES IN THE kENNEDYS 

JOSEPH EIGER, LUIS SEqUEIRA, 
ANITA BACIC, LORI GARDNER

LESLIE kAVANAGH, JANICE SkINNER, IAN 
DRUMMOND, NANCY GRANFIELD

BRENDA BROER, SHELLEY 
MANSELL, WILLIAM NG



Throughout centuries people corresponded through drawings.  Every detail of the 
inventor, designer or artist is expressed through this one major form of visual art.  The 
drawing could be considered a vital first step towards motion picture collaboration since 
it communicates information of a particular interest to directors, producers, production 
designers, technicians from the creative departments and actors.

The late Richard Harris, who played Albus Dumbledore in Harry Potter, couldn’t visu-
alize what the Hogwarts School headmaster would look like - but when CD Judianna 
Makovsky showed him a sketch, he said “Oh, that’s who I am. Thank you.”

Within the Costume Department, everyone benefits from the illustrations – from the pat-
ternmakers and breakdown artists, to milliners, assistants and costume effects makers.

In my travels, working with many designers, I have found that it is very seldom that there 
have not been drawings.  They are useful at meetings with other departments as well.

The words of the script create the first impression of the character.  From there, some 
designers start to form ideas through doodles or pictures in books or magazine tears.  
Inspiration can come from fabric, colour, nature – basically from anything that speaks to 
one’s sensibility.  Sometimes a designer will need to go a step further and enlist the skill 
of an illustrator in order to take all of those elements and manifest the character into a 
2D drawing.

Remember, you don’t need to know how to draw in order to express your idea to the 
illustrator, only the confidence and trust to let them visualize for you.

CAFTCADEMY TIPS

BY SILVANA  
SACCO

VISUALIZING WITH AN ILLUSTRATOR

SMALL TALK  
WITH MELISSA STEWART
1. WhaT is The BesT parT oF yoUr joB? 
Meeting so many new people on 
each show. I just finished a job 
where I dressed Afghan, Djibouti 
and Yemeni villagers.  I loved 
going to stores, talking with the 
people about the traditional 
clothing and hearing their stories.

2. WhaT is yoUr FaVoUriTe cosTUMe MoVie?
Brazil (1985) directed by 
Terry Gilliam. I love the 
Schiaparelli shoe hat!

3. WhaT arTisT’s MUsic inspires yoU?
The Gorillaz. I love the way they 
put an album together, pulling 
musicians and artists from all eras 
and genres to create an incred-
ible story with music and art.

4. WhaT BooK WoULd yoU LiKe To 
see adapTed For The screen?
Escape From Amsterdam by Barrie Sherwood.  It’s an offbeat portrait 
of contemporary Japan featuring the Japanese Yakuza, motorcycle 
gangs, a phony princess, topiary dinosaurs, high-tech love dolls and a 
Dutch-themed amusement park - the costumes would be incredible!

5.  WhaT is The MosT inTeresTing cosTUMe yoU haVe creaTed?
I created a Geiger-inspired alien for a feature. I built up foam intestines on a 
wet suit paired with a Russian gas mask and covered the whole thing in liquid 
latex and shaded paint, then coated it in lubricant on set. I also deconstructed 
a lava lamp and built the light into the stomach so it gave off an eerie glow. 

There was impressive representation of CAFTCAD at this years TIFF as 
four of our members films were entered into the festival.The Opening 
Gala film was Costume Designer Patrick Antosh's "Score :The Hockey 
Musical" (theatrical release Oct22,2010). Also in the Festival were 
Costume Designer Candice Beuckx's " A Beginners Guide to Endings" 
( theatrical release 2010) and Costume Designer Laura Montgomery's 
and Production Designer Rachel Ford's  "Small Town Murder Songs"   ( 
theatrical release Winter 2010)    GO TEAM CAFTCAD!    L.L

CAFTCAD  AT TIFF

BY krISteN O’reILLY

CD PATRICk ANTOSHCD LAURA MONTGOMERY



What is next for you in the coming months?

I’m currently working for New York City Opera on a revival of “Intermezzo” by Richard 
Strauss, directed by my long time friend and frequent collaborator Leon Major.  It was first 
performed in 1925, and that is the period in which we have set it.  The opera is beautiful, but 
rarely produced because the leading lady (Diva) is difficult to cast.  We are currently doing a 
re-design for the new leading lady, so I’m flying back and forth to oversee the remount and 
new costume pieces.

Will you be doing anything closer to 
home?

I will be rejoining Opera Atelier to 
design costumes for their upcoming 
production of “Don Giovanni”.  

it sounds like you have a lot on the go 
these days…

Yes.  For someone who thought 
they were retired, I’m certainly busy!   

To view more photos of Martha 
Mann’s costumes for “Marriage of 
Figaro”, please visit the Opera Atelier 
website at www.operaatelier.com 
and a short video with clips of 
the opera is available on you 
tube under “Opera Atelier Figaro”  
 
HTTP://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/
WATCH?V=NKJP5GVGU5U 

marTHa mann cOnTInueD FrOm Page 2

“Dead Ringer” is a black & white editorial representing the different stages of mourning, be-
ginning with the stoic ‘state of shock’, to response, to grief, to complete despair and unravel-
ling. It started as a creative, but was picked up by ION magazine out of Vancouver and won a 
“Western Award” for Best Photographic Series. See more images at www.caftcad.com/inspiration 

Photo Credits: Photography by Kate Szatmari, Hair & Make-Up by Colette Cormier, 
  and of course, wardrobe styling by Lori Gardner. 

'Its beautiful Valentino... you know after the two of us, everyone else is just making rags'
Valentino: The Last Emperor - The quote is  by Karl Lagerfeld to Valentino after they tour the retrospective exhibit of 40 years of Valentino's work.

POrTFOLIO - sTyLIsT, LOrI garDner 
Take
Of f
More

T-O-M means Take Off

More as Tom will always

trim prices to fit your

film’s budget. We invite

you to visit Tom’s Place,

one of Toronto’s leading

clothing suppliers to the

film industry.

190 Baldwin Street
Kensington Market
Just west of Spadina

1hr. Free
Parking
with purchase
M-W 10-6
Th-F 10-7
Sat 9-6
Sun 12-5

416-596-0297
www.toms-place.com *1 hour with purchase

*

COSTUMES FROM OPERA ATELIER
LEO'S TExTILES IS SpECIALIzEd IN HIGH quALITY fABRICS ANd HAS BEEN 
SuCCESSfuLLY SERvING THE fASHION INduSTRY fOR OvER 50 YEARS.



CAFTCAD COMMITTEE UPDATES
CAFTCADEMY
We are in the planning stages for our spring 2011 CAFTCADEMY  
Will keep you posted once courses and date have been confirmed.  
caftcademy@caftcad.com

LIBRARY 
The CAFTCAD Costume Resource Library will be available to the membership 
in the near future.  So far our volunteers have catalogued over 500 titles, all 
sorted and shelved at our office at 65 Heward.  

CAFTCAD purchased the late Vicki Graef’s collection of amazing books and the 
Dimitrov family contributed extensive research materials and books.  Many 
others, both members and non-members have also generously donated books, 
periodicals and magazines. 

If anyone wishes to add to our growing community library, we 
welcome any and all donations of costume-related publications.   
library@caftcad.com 

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES 
Right now, CAFTCAD is offering a membership promotion.  Refer 
5 costume people or businesses that sign up for a year member-
ship and you will receive a $100 gift certificate of your choice.   
membershipservices@caftcad.com

NEWSLETTER
This marks BeSpoke’s second issue and offers a great way to get involved.  Join 
the committee or just contribute when you can.  Write an article or send us 
your story ideas, industry updates and/or photos.  newsletter@caftcad.com 

STUDIO SERVICES
Studio Services was launched this spring and includes over 24 different stores 
so far.  Check out www.caftcad.com/studioservices for more information about 
the program and a listing of the stores. 

WEBSITE
For those who forget to visit our website, we regularly post events and pro-
motions that are happening within the greater community.  There is also a 
calendar in the members’ section that lets everyone know, for example, the 
date of the next Movie Wardrobe Sale.

This is your bulletin board for anything you’d like to contribute to our collective, 
whether it’s an incredible music video, a photograph, a great book find or a 
notice of a sample sale – so please feel free to ask us to post stuff on the site.
website@caftcad.com

My passion for wardrobe started as a small 
inquisitive child.  I began designing wardrobe 
couture for my favorite dolls. My mother 
facilitated my creative interests by purchas-
ing large bags of scrap fabric at local church 
bazaars. I would engineer colourful outfits for 
hours. Little did I know that this interest would 
foreshadow my future career later in life as a 
costumer.
 
As a young student, my high school and family provided me with the oppor-
tunity to study sewing and pattern making. An art scholarship was awarded 
to me upon graduating high school as all my teachers saw my passion and 
creative talent.
 
While in high school I worked both in the fashion world in retail sales at 
Simpson’s and then The Hudson Bay Co. selling women’s and men’s high 
end Canadian fashion.  Simultaneously, Judy Welch modeling agency repre-
sented me for both commercial photography and fashion shows. Modeling 
helped me transition into a stylist for fashion shoots and runway shows. 
However, none of these experiences prepared me for the long hours that 
would soon follow.

I was given the opportunity to permit for IATSE 873 a few years later as I 
started studying at York University. I fought my true passion and studied 
communication and sociology in hope of a career in PR. I, instead, started 
working in film during my summers and realized that my calling was always 
in design so I decided to continue in wardrobe upon finishing University. I 
continued working with IATSE as a costumer for over 12 years.
 
When the film industry started slowing down in the mid-00’s, I began to 
work in the flower business. In 2005, a new career change began with a job 
at an extremely high-end florist. There I honed my skills as a floral designer 
and within just a few years started my own business. With experience and 
passion flowing, I soon became the official florist for IATSE 873. 

I now work as a local florist out of my studio in Forest Hill. I am extremely 
happy and continue to work in film and run my floral business together har-
moniously. I love working with clothes but it is also important for me to stop 
and smell the flowers!

Dec  4 CAFTCAD presents ‘An Illustrated History of 
 Costume & Its Relation to Costume in Cinema’ with 

Martha Man at 65 Heward Ave. www.caftcad.com

Dec 10 CAFTCAD Holiday Fete

Jan 8 General Members meeting and release  
of 2011 Members Value Book.

Feb CAFTCADEMY, a weekend Seminar Series 
 covering costume related topics with various 

instructors. www.caftcad.com/caftcademy

CAFTCAD CALENDAR
UPCOMING EVENTS

COSTUME BUYER AND FLORIST EXTRAORDINAIRE 

ALEYA GIBSON

 2010 DECEMBER

 2011 JANUARY

 2011 FEBRUARY

WWW.CAFTCAD.COM  T: 1-877-900-0955  
65 heWard aVenUe #c220 ToronTo, onTario, M4M 2T5   
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The Canadian allianCe of film and Television CosTume arTs and design  
is a non-proFiT associaTion Bringing TogeTher cosTUMe proFessionaLs To proMoTe inTer-
naTionaL recogniTion oF The creaTiVe TaLenT We haVe in canada.  oUr Vision is To increase 
aWareness and The VaLUe oF cosTUMe arT and design as a poWerFUL eLeMenT in The coL-
LaBoraTiVe process oF FiLMMaKing.


